Lab Channel

Title
Widget: Text Field

The title.

URL Title
Widget: Text Field

Automatically generated from the title.

The last section of the URL for the entry, which is based on the title, without capitalization or punctuation, and with hyphens replacing the spaces. *(Example: the title “Seed Funding” automatically generates the URL title “seed-funding”.* The URL title is automatically generated (you don’t have to enter one), but you can override it. If you do override the URL title, use only letters, numbers, and hyphens.

The URL title must be unique; if you override the URL title with a URL title used by another entry, a number will be added to the end to make the URL title unique.

Lab Excerpt
Widget: Text Area

A sentence or two describing the lab. This will appear under the title on the Labs home page.

Overview
Widget: Text Area

Write the Lab overview here. It will appear at the top of the Lab page.

Lab Contact
Widget: Text Area

Include contact information for the Lab here.

Associated Employees
Widget: Drop Panes
Employees associated with this Lab.

**Non Curry Faculty**  
*Widget: Text Area*

This field will be adjacent to the “Associated Employees” output in the labs channel. Use for listing employees who are associated with a lab, but aren’t in the directory.

*Format:*

```html
<h4 class="m-pro">Affiliated Faculty and Students:</h4>
<ul>
  <li><a href="http://link-goes-here.com/">Tommy Thompson</a></li>
</ul>
```

**Lab Projects**  
*Widget: Drop Panes*

Select Lab projects that are associated with this lab.